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Abstract

Background: Preterm birth (PTB) is the main cause of infant disease and death worldwide. Approximately 70% of neonatal deaths and
36% of infant deaths worldwide are caused by premature birth. Gestational weight gain (GWG) is associated with adverse pregnancy
outcomes. This study explored the relationship between the rate of GWG and PTB among pregnant women at low risk of preterm birth.
Methods: Our study used a cohort of mother-child pairs with a one-and-a-half-year follow-up from January 2020 to June 2021. We
excluded pregnant women with undisputed high-risk factors for PTB and the remaining women were considered the low-risk group.
The average rate of GWG was utilized in this research as the measure of GWG. Multivariate logistic regression was used to evaluate
the relationship between GWG and PTB among pregnant women at low risk for preterm birth. Results: The final cohort study of
mother-child pairs included 3480 pregnant women in the low-risk group. Women with low GWG had a higher possibility of PTB than
those with adequate GWG. Comparing underweight women with an adequate GWG rate to underweight women with a low GWG rate,
PTB risk increased by 2.52-fold with a low GWG rate. Compared to women with adequate GWG, underweight women with excessive
GWG had significantly higher odds of PTB. No significant results were observed for pregnant women classified as overweight or obese.
Conclusions: A reasonable GWG during pregnancy can effectively reduce the risk of PTB, especially for pregnant women with low
pre-pregnancy body mass index. Low or excessive GWG may lead to an increased risk of PTB.
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1. Introduction

Preterm birth (PTB), defined as gestational age less
than 37 weeks, is the main cause of infant disease and death
worldwide [1]. Approximately 70% of neonatal deaths
and 36% of infant deaths worldwide are caused by pre-
mature birth [2]. Epidemiological studies have identified
several risk factors for PTB, including a history of PTB
and late abortion in previous pregnancies, short cervical
length (measured between 16 and 24 weeks of gestation),
history of cervical surgery, ethnic groups, PTB at <12
months inter-pregnancy interval, and in vitro fertilization
(IVF) [3,4].

PTB can lead to low birth weight, anemia, infection,
cerebral palsy, mental retardation, and various functional
abnormalities in adulthood [5–7]. This can cause high con-
sumption of medical resources, and a heavy burden to fam-
ilies and society. According to a 2006 survey report of the
American Institute of Medicine (IOM), the annual medical
expenses of premature infants in the United States (USA)
amounted to USA $26.2 billion, with an average of USA
$51,000 per person [8]. Therefore, identifying modifiable
risk factors for PTB has become a necessary andworthwhile
task for researchers.

Gestational weight gain (GWG) can reflect the nutri-
tional status of women during pregnancy, which is impor-
tant for women and their fetuses. Low and excessive GWG
is associated with adverse pregnancy outcomes [9,10]. In
a retrospective cohort study in Puerto Rico, women with
low GWG had an increased risk of PTB (odds ratio (OR):
1.34, 95% confidence interval (CI): 1.30–1.37) [11]. How-
ever, studies examining the relationship between GWG and
PTB have revealed a conflicting correlation [12]. For exam-
ple, excessive GWG was associated with a 17% reduction
in PTB risk among women in the USA and Europe [13]. In
comparison, excessive GWG among Chinese women was
significantly correlated with PTB (OR: 1.93, 95%CI: 1.29–
2.88) [14]. Most of these studies were retrospective and in-
cluded all pregnant women [15,16], which may have led to
research bias caused by high-risk factors of PTB. There are
also differences in the population included in these studies,
which may have contributed to inconsistency in the corre-
lation between PTB and GWG. Meanwhile, women who
delivered preterm had less time to gain weight, which may
lead to a lower GWG, and hence a confounded association
between GWG and PTB.

Therefore, to eliminate this confounding, we used the
rate of GWG in our study. In addition, we used a cohort of
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mother-child pairs with a one-and-a-half-year follow-up to
investigate the relationship between GWG and PTB among
pregnant women at low risk for preterm birth.

2. Patients & Methods
2.1 Study Setting and Population

The cohort study of mother-child pairs was conducted
atWomen and Children’s Hospital, School ofMedicine, Xi-
amen University. This hospital is the leading provincial
medical center for obstetrics referral center and has an av-
erage of 15,000 deliveries every year. Registered women
with single pregnancy in first trimester were incorporated
into the study cohort on an informed consent basis from 1
January 2020 to 30 June 2021. Pregnant women who did
not participate in the whole process or have placenta previa
or placental abruption were removed from the cohort study.
These pregnant women were divided into two subgroups
according to the existence of high-risk factors of preterm
birth. All women were followed up until the end of preg-
nancy, including miscarriage, induced abortion, and deliv-
ery. In this study, the high risk group of PTB was defined
as history of PTB and late abortion in previous pregnancies,
a short cervical length (less than 25 mm, measured between
16 and 24 weeks of gestation), preterm birth at<12 months
inter-pregnancy interval, and a history of cervical surgery
(surgical treatment of dysplasia with cold-knife conization,
loop electrosurgical excision), which are undisputed high
risk factors for PTB according to the 2021 ACOG Guide-
lines [4]. The remaining the pregnant women were classi-
fied as the low-risk group for PTB.We included all mothers
from the low-risk group of the cohort study who delivered
a live singleton after more than 28 gestational weeks. This
present study was conducted in accordance with the China
approved guidelines.

2.2 Outcomes
The incidence of PTB, defined as delivery occurring

before 37 weeks of gestation, was the primary outcome.
The week of gestational was estimated by the last menstrual
period. Early pregnancy ultrasound was used to verify ges-
tational age.

2.3 Gestational Weight Gain and Pre-Pregnancy Body
Mass Index (PP-BMI)

GWG recommendations updated by the IOM 2009
are based on PP-BMI from the World Health Organization
(WHO) and are independent of parity, age, race, ethnic-
ity, or smoking history [17]. The measure of GWG used
in the study was average rate of GWG in second and third
trimester, calculated by dividing the difference of weight
between the last and first prenatal care visit in the second
and third trimester by the corresponding difference of ges-
tational weeks, respectively.

According to 2009 IOM standards, PP-BMI was clas-
sified into four subgroups: underweight (<18.5 kg/m2),

normal weight (18.5–24.9 kg/m2), overweight (25–29.9
kg/m2), and obese (≥30 kg/m2). Each category of PP-
BMI has a recommendation for the range of GWG: under-
weight (0.44 to 0.58 kg/week); normal weight (0.35 to 0.50
kg/week); overweight (0.23 to 0.33 kg/week), and obese
(0.17 to 0.27 kg/week). According to the range, the rate of
GWG was categorized as: insufficient, adequate, and ex-
cessive.

2.4 Data Analysis
Maternal and neonatal demographic and clinical fea-

tures are reported as frequency (%) or means (± Stan-
dard deviation (SD)). To compare the maternal sociodemo-
graphic characteristics, pregnancy history, and GWG be-
tween the preterm birth and normal group, univariate lo-
gistic regression analysis was utilized. Logistic regression
models were performed to estimate the odds ratios (ORs)
and 95% confidence interval (CI) for preterm birth and its
subgroups. Maternal pre-pregnancy BMI, maternal age, ed-
ucation level, type of resident, parity, gravidity, and infant
sex were adjusted in our analyses. All statistical tests were
conducted by the two-tailed test, and p < 0.05 was con-
sidered significant. All statistical analyses were done with
SPSS 21.0 software (IBM Corp., Chicago, IL, USA).

3. Results
Fig. 1 shows the flow diagram of the study. From

1 January 2020 to 30 June 2021, we enrolled 4855 eligi-
ble pregnant women. The final cohort study of mother-
child pairs included a total of 4425 pregnant women with
complete data. According to undisputed high risk fac-
tors for PTB, 945 pregnant women were divided into high-
risk group with a PTB rate of 16.82%, and 3480 pregnant
women were divided into low-risk group with a PTB rate
of 4.91%.

Table 1 shows the information on the basic character-
istics of the included population. Baseline characteristics
such as maternal age, education level, type of resident, par-
ity, gravidity, and infant sex were not significantly differ-
ent between low-risk and high-risk groups. The proportion
of births that were preterm was significantly higher among
high-risk group than low-risk group (16.82% vs 4.91%).
In the low-risk group, 491 (14.11%) women were under-
weight, 2199 (63.19%) were normal weight, 699 (20.09%)
were overweight, and 91 (2.61%) were obese. During preg-
nancy, 895 (25.55%), 1669 (47.96%), and 916 (26.49%)
women had insufficient, adequate, and excessive GWG
rates, respectively.

We further analyzed the characteristics, rate of GWG,
and PP-BMI associated with preterm birth in the low risk
group (Table 2). The proportion of births that were preterm
was significantly higher among underweight women than
those with normal weight. Women with a low rate of GWG
had a higher prevalence of preterm birth compared with
women with adequate GWG (p = 0.008). Education level,
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Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the study. PTB, preterm birth.

type of resident, gravidity, PP-BMI, and gate of GWGwere
significantly associated with preterm birth (p = 0.027, p =
0.023, p = 0.000, p = 0.022, and p = 0.008, respectively).
No differences were observed regarding maternal age, par-
ity, and infant sex.

Multivariate logistic regression (Table 3) was per-
formed to further explore the relations between GWG and
preterm birth after adjusting for maternal age, education
level, type of resident, parity, gravidity, and infant sex.
Women with low GWG as compared to adequate GWG
showed a higher risk of PTB (OR: 1.49, 95%CI: 1.11–2.09)
in adjusted models that were not restricted to the strata of
PP-BMI. No significant results were observed among preg-
nant women with low GWG compared to those with ex-
cessive GWG. In order to further investigate the impact of
weight gain across different PP-BMIs, we performed strat-
ified analysis. We found that a low rate of GWG was also
related with higher risks of PTB among pregnant women
who were classed as underweight and normal weight. Un-
derweight women with a low GWG rate had a 2.52 increase
in odds of PTB (95% CI: 1.20–6.02) compared to under-
weight women with adequate GWG rates. The adjusted
OR for normal weight women with low GWG compared
to normal women with an adequate GWG was 1.77 (95%
CI: 1.16–2.78). Compared to women with adequate GWG,
underweight women with excessive GWG had significantly
higher odds of PTB (OR: 1.92, 95%CI: 1.10–5.11). No sig-

nificant results were observed among the pregnant women
classified as overweight or obese.

4. Discussion
4.1 Interpretation of Findings

Contradictory results between PP-BMI, GWG, and
PTB have been reported previously. We used a cohort study
of mother-child pairs with a one-and-a-half-year follow-up
to assess the relationship between PP-BMI, GWG, and PTB
in women at low risk for preterm birth. The results demon-
strated that pregnant women with a low rate of GWG had
an increased risk of PTB compared to women with an ad-
equate rate of GWG. These associations were more obvi-
ous in pregnant women classified as underweight or normal
weight. We did not find an association between excessive
rate of GWG and PTB risk, which is inconsistent with pre-
vious studies [14,18]; however, the risk increased if those
women had a low PP-BMI, which indicated that the associ-
ation between GWG and PTB varies according to PP-BMI.
Our analysis identified low GWG and excess GWG with
low PP-BMI as important and modifiable risk factors for
PTB.

Although the biological mechanisms linking GWG
to PTB are not fully understood, some pathogenic mech-
anisms have been postulated. Maternal weight change
may be a marker of nutritional status and is also consid-
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Table 1. Basic characteristics of the included population.

Variables
Low-risk group How-risk group

OR (95% CI)
(n = 3480) (n = 945)

Maternal age (years), mean ± SD 30.7 ± 4.35 31.16 ± 4.43 /
Education level, n (%)

Primary 87 (2.5) 33 (3.49) 0.736 (0.49, 1.11)
Secondary 1860 (53.44) 519 (54.93) Ref
College or graduate school 1544 (44.36) 393 (41.58) 1.10 (0.95, 1.27)

Type of resident, n (%)
Local 2560 (73.56) 661 (69.95) Ref
Non-local 920 (26.44) 284 (30.05) 0.84 (0.71, 0.98)

Parity, n (%)
Nulliparous 1569 (45.08) 435 (46.04) Ref
Multiparous 1911(54.92) 510 (53.96) 1.04 (0.90, 1.2)

Gravidity, n (%)
0 1074 (30.86) 290 (30.68) 1.01 (0.86, 1.20)
1–2 1860 (53.45) 509 (53.86) Ref
>2 546 (15.69) 146 (15.44) 1.02 (0.83, 1.26)

Infant sex, n (%)
Male 1893 (54.39) 501 (53.02) Ref
Female 1587 (45.61) 444 (46.98) 0.95 (0.82, 1.10)

Gestational age at delivery, n (%)
Full-Term 3309 (95.09) 786 (83.17) 3.91 (3.11, 4.92)
Preterm 171 (4.91) 159 (16.83) Ref

PP-BMI, n (%)
Underweight (<18.5 kg/m2) 491 (14.11) 171 (18.10) 0.73 (0.60, 0.89)
Normal weight (18.5–24.9 kg/m2) 2199 (63.19) 561 (59.36) Ref
Overweight (25–29.9 kg/m2) 699 (20.09) 180 (19.05) 0.99 (0.82, 1.20)
Obese (≥30 kg/m2) 91 (2.61) 33 (3.49) 0.70 (0.47, 1.06)

Gate of GWG, n (%)
Insufficient 895 (25.55) 221 (23.39) 1.04 (0.87, 1.25)
Adequate 1669 (47.96) 430 (45.50) Ref
Excessive 916 (26.49) 294 (31.11) 0.80 (0.68, 0.95)

Note: Adequate is the reference group for odds ratios.
Abbreviations: SD, Standard deviation; OR, Odds ratio; CI, Confidence interval; Ref, Reference; PP-BMI,
pre-pregnancy body mass indices; GWG, gestational weight gain.

ered to be a marker of many physiological processes. It
has been suggested that low GWG may indirectly stimu-
late the production of corticotropin-releasing hormone and
prostaglandins, which increases the sensitivity to uterine
contraction [19]. Insufficient GWG may also reflect nutri-
ent deficiency, which may be one of the pathways leading
to PTB. Anorexia is associated with zinc deficiency, which
leads to low GWG. Alternatively, low GWGmay be due to
maternal anemia during pregnancy. Both factors can lead
to an increased risk of PTB [20]. A low GWG may also
be associated with increased inflammation and poor plasma
volume expansion, both of which are potential mechanisms
of PTB [20].

4.2 Comparison with Previous Studies

Twenty years ago, a few studies reported that low
GWG increased the risk of PTB. However, some previous

studies have shown a conflicting correlation between exces-
sive GWG and PTB [1,21]. Some scholars found the risk of
PTB increased among pregnant women with excessive and
low GWG [22]. Recent studies have also reported a posi-
tive correlation between excessive GWG and PTB [23,24].
Weight gain above target guidelines was associated with a
reduced risk of PTB in the United States and Europe [13].
This controversial result may be due to different definitions
of excessive and insufficient GWG and different analytical
methods.

As in most previous studies, we found that insufficient
GWG significantly increased the risk of PTB, especially
among pregnant women classified as underweight or nor-
mal weight. We did not find an association between exces-
sive rate of GWG and PTB risk; however, the risk increased
if women had a low PP-BMI, which is consistent with some
studies [11,25]. Although the biological mechanism is not
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Table 2. Characteristics, gate of GWG and PP-BMI of preterm birth in the low risk group.
Total Preterm birth

p value
(n = 3480) (n = 171)

Maternal age (years), mean ± SD 30.7 ± 4.35 30.2 ± 4.20 0.705
Education level, n (%) 0.027

Primary 87 8 (9.19)
Secondary 1860 101 (5.43)
College or graduate school 1544 62 (4.01)

Type of resident, n (%) 0.023
Local 2560 113 (4.41)
Non-local 920 58 (6.30)

Parity, n (%) 0.152
Nulliparous 1569 68 (4.33)
Multiparous 1911 103 (5.38)

Gravidity, n (%) 0.000
0 1074 32 (2.97)
1–2 1860 91 (4.89)
>2 546 48 (8.79)

Infant sex, n (%)
Male 1893 91 (4.80) 0.751
Female 1587 80 (5.04)

PP-BMI, n (%) 0.022
Underweight (<18.5 kg/m2) 491 35 (7.12)
Normal weight (18.5–24.9 kg/m2) 2199 96 (4.36)
Overweight (25–29.9 kg/m2) 699 32 (4.57)
Obese (≥30 kg/m2) 91 8 (8.79)

Rate of GWG, n (%) 0.008
Insufficient 895 61 (6.81)
Adequate 1669 74 (4.43)
Excessive 916 36 (3.93)

Abbreviations: SD, Standard deviation; PP-BMI, pre-pregnancy body mass indices; GWG,
gestational weight gain.

Table 3. Association between rate of GWG and PTB-stratified by PP-BMIa.

Rate of GWG
Total Underweight Normal Overweight and Obese

OR (95% CI) n1/n2 OR (95% CI) n1/n2 OR (95% CI) n1/n2 OR (95% CI)

Unadjusted
Insufficient 1.58 (1.11, 2.24) 13/99 2.79 (1.23, 6.32) 36/532 1.67 (1.06, 2.65) 12/203 0.92 (0.44, 1.91)
Adequate Ref 12/255 Ref 41/1013 Ref 21/327 Ref
Excessive 0.88 (0.59, 1.32) 10/102 2.08 (0.87, 4.97) 19/558 0.84 (0.48, 1.46) 7/220 0.50 (0.21, 1.19)

Adjusted
Insufficient 1.49 (1.11, 2.09) 2.52 (1.20, 6.02) 1.77 (1.16, 2.78) 0.93 (0.47, 1.96)
Adequate Ref Ref Ref Ref
Excessive 0.92 (0.63, 1.40) 1.92 (1.10, 5.11) 0.88 (0.58, 1.55) 0.55 (0.22, 1.22)

aAdjusted for maternal pre-pregnancy BMI, maternal age, education level, type of resident, parity, gravidity, and infant sex.
n1/n2 represents the number of preterm/term births.
Abbreviations: OR, Odds ratio; CI, Confidence interval; Ref, Reference; PTB, preterm birth; PP-BMI, pre-pregnancy body mass
indices; GWG, gestational weight gain.
Note: Adequate is the reference group for odds ratios.

clear, it can be considered that a reasonable GWG during
pregnancy can effectively reduce the risk of PTB, especially
for pregnant women with low PP-BMI. Moreover, low or
excessive GWG may lead to an increased risk of PTB.

4.3 Advantages and Limitations

Our study had some advantages. First, given the po-
tential confounding bias, our study used a cohort of mother-
child pairs with a one-and-a-half-year follow-up, and only
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women lacking undisputed high-risk factors for PTB were
included in the study. Several studies used retrospective de-
signs to investigate the association betweenGWG and PTB,
which maybe a source of bias [25–27]. While most previ-
ous studies used statistical methods to correct for research
bias caused by other high-risk factors of PTB, we excluded
the PTB high-risk group from the beginning of the cohort
study to accurately describe the relationship between GWG
and PTB. Second, due to the different length of pregnancy
in the study population, we used the GWG rate to correct the
study bias. A key element cited in previous studies [21,23]
on the relationship between GWG and PTB was total gesta-
tional weight gain, but women who delivered preterm had
less time to gain weight, which may lead to less GWG. Fi-
nally, our data were robust. The research was carried out at
a tertiary hospital that is the leading provincial medical cen-
ter for obstetrics referral and has an average of 15,000 deliv-
eries every year. Our hospital strictly implements common
guidelines concerning pregnancy and delivery management
and the cohort study was performed according to strict stan-
dards.

Our study had some limitations. First, it was a single-
center design and the study population size may not be suf-
ficient. Therefore, the findings may not be generalizable
for all medical institutions. Hence, a continuous cohort
study and a larger study population are necessary for fu-
ture studies. Second, a recent study [28] proposed a gener-
alized methodology with a hierarchical procedure (includ-
ingmultivariable machine learining statistics) assessing rel-
ative importance of risk factors and capable of selecting
those which are essential for risk prediction vs those that
are pleonastic and may be eliminated. This is the sug-
gestedmethod required to assess in future studies the impor-
tance of novel proposed risk factor. Finally, the uncertainty
caused by COVID-19 pandemic contribute to the anxiety
of pregnant women [29]. We did not consider the impact
of the pandemic even though there were a few COVID-19
patients in the city of the study.

5. Conclusions
Our study further illustrated the relationship between

low GWG and PTB and showed that the risk of PTB in-
creased for those women with low PP-BMI, which indi-
cated that the association between GWG and PTB varied
by PP-BMI. It can be considered that a reasonable GWG
during pregnancy can effectively reduce the risk of PTB,
especially for pregnant women with low PP-BMI. A low or
excessive GWGmay lead to an increase in the risk of PTB.
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